Optimizing Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) Acquisition: Test Well Design and Automated Data Analysis
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Summary

As the benefit of distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is proven in new applications from seismic data acquisition, reservoir and frac monitoring, and flow characterization, there is a need to optimize DAS survey design and acquisition parameters for each application. A fiber-optic test well was drilled to facilitate precision studies of the impact of acquisition choices on data quality. The effect of fiber type, packaging, and length, as well as the impact of acquisition parameters on data quality, has been investigated. To date, these experiments have produced nearly one thousand vertical seismic profile datasets with precision timing from common energy sources. An algorithm for automatic extraction of signal and noise spectra from these data has been developed to quantitatively characterize the effect of gauge length and leading cable length on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Introduction

Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) using fiber optics has found its promising usage in an increasing number of applications, including seismic data acquisition (Daley et al 2013, Mateeva et al 2013, Daley et al 2016, Jousset et al 2018), reservoir monitoring (Mateeva et al 2013 and Mateeva et al 2014), and unconventional fracture characterization and monitoring (Jin and Roy 2017, Molenaar and Cox 2013). While, in theory, DAS provides several sensing advantages over traditional measurements in these applications, such as potentially extended coverage and high spatial resolution at a reasonable cost, there are numerous variables that impact the quality of DAS data. These begin with the signal bandwidth and amplitude, placement of fiber in the well and coupling, the range of the seismic sources, the geology around the well, the completion of the well, and DAS interrogator technology, DAS acquisition settings such as gauge length, pulse repetition rate, laser intensity, fiber characteristics including single or multi-mode fiber, reflectance of fiber, dielectric profile of fiber, the length of fiber and packaging of fiber within the conveyance cable/tube. In order to assess and obtain meaningful DAS solutions in these applications, a good understanding of the effect of these factors can be crucially important. While many of these effects have been heuristically known to the practitioners in each type of application, previously reported work on this topic has been few and of qualitative nature (Dean, Cuny and Hartog 2017, Pevzner et al 2018, Correa et al 2017). Here we describe fiber-optic testing well, instrumented with various types of DAS and geophones. We have completed an extensive set of tests at the well with various controlled configurations of acquisition parameters, which produced nearly one thousand vertical seismic profiles of identical timing. An automated analysis algorithm has been developed to efficiently process all these data, extracting signal and noise spectra from each gather, and quantitatively characterize the effect of gauge length and leading cable length on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Well Design and DAS Installation

A fiber-optic instrumented test well was drilled to study how the quality of DAS data is influenced by these acquisition variables. The well is 1,500 ft deep and penetrates a sequence of sands and shales which provide measurable seismic reflections. Completed with a combination of steel and fiberglass, the well provides environments for conducting both cased-hole and open-hole measurements.

For validation, evaluation, and advanced research of fiber optic sensing, thirty-two (32) optical fibers of various types and packaging were cemented behind casing, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sensing elements cemented behind casing in the fiber optic test well.

From Figure 1, cables #1 and #2 each contains two single-mode and two multi-mode CMTDA fibers within a traditional encapsulated dual tube. Both cables are terminated and looped at TD. Cables #3, #4 and #5 each contain six single-mode fibers within an inner tube, which is armored and jacketed for conveyance in the rugged...
downhole environment. Cable #3 is terminated and looped at TD. Cable #4 is terminated and looped at 385 ft. Cable #5 is a dual looped cable at 385 ft. For comparing and validating new types of engineered fibers, a capillary “U-tube” is cemented behind the casing where fibers can be easily pumped down, evaluated, and retrieved. For normalization of different sizes and strengths of seismic energy source and changing ground/geologic conditions utilized for various experimental programs, an array of 40 geophones is cemented behind casing from the surface to TD.

**Acquisition Tests and Configuration**

An extensive sequence of tests has been conducted at the fiber optic test well over the course of one year. One of the goals is to obtain a good understanding of the effects of various acquisition variables, and therefore to establish guidelines of good practice for effective field deployment. Here we present a subset of the tests which focus on the effects of varying DAS gauge length and length of the sensing fiber. The acquisition configuration for the example subset of the tests utilized in this paper is summarized in Table 1.

Utilizing two fiber loops from the same cable (CBL#3) behind the casing, we tested various configurations of two controlled acquisition variables, namely the gauge length and the length of the sensing cables.

The set of gauge length values vary from 16 m, 8 m, 4 m to 2 m. In addition, five lengths of lead-in cable length were tested, including 0’, 5730’, 11,450’, 17,185’ to 22,900’, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Recording 2 fiber loops for each fiber length yielded two down-going legs and two up-going legs or 4 VSP datasets. Recording four different gauge lengths at each fiber length referred to as a “Set”, yielded 16 VSP datasets. A total of 5×16=80 VSP datasets were acquired from five different fiber lengths and four different gauge length settings. For each VSP dataset, eight shots were acquired, producing a total of 80 x 8 = 640 shot records or samples for analysis.

**Table 1. Summary of the focused subset of the DAS tests**

**Figure 2.** Five test groups of varying fiber lead-in lengths.
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**Data Analysis Method**

With the vast amount of data collected from these tests, our objective is to quantitatively assess the effect of the acquisition variables. Specifically, we consider here the effect of the gauge length and the lead-in fiber length on DAS data quality as evaluated by the signal versus noise ratio over the signal bandwidth. The analysis consists of the following steps:

- Partition each shot record into individual VSP datasets;
- Pick first arrival for each VSP dataset;
- Extracting signal from flattened picked data;
- Extracting ambient noise prior to the picked arrival;
- Computing signal and noise spectra;
- Calculating SNR from the spectra by integrating over the signal bandwidth;
- Repeating computation over all the VSP datasets.

The raw VSP shots may have signals starting from different channel index due to varying lead-in cable lengths. We first align and then partition these VSP shots each corresponding to a dataset by a single up or down cable leg. This is achieved by using the receiver channel depth recorded during the tests.

Figure 3 illustrates the channel depth and the aligned and truncated VSP shot record as an example. The channel depth profile is twice differentiated to obtain the VSP dataset segment boundaries, which will be invariant to the fiber lead-in length. Each aligned VSP shot is then partitioned into five datasets along the segment boundaries. Records from the last up cable leg are significantly noisier due to cable end reflection and, therefore not used in the evaluation. Picking the arrival on the resulting VSP dataset is significantly easier than on the raw VSP shot. Figure 4 also shows the resulting VSP datasets obtained with four different gauge lengths while their lead-in cable lengths are the same. As shown, when the gauge length decreases from 16 m, 8 m, 4 m to 2 m, the signal strength degrades while the noise level increases significantly.
The rest of the steps are illustrated in Figure 5. For each VSP dataset, we pick the first arrival, as shown in Figure 5a, flatten the data following the picked arrival, and truncate it within a 168 ms x 364 channel window, and extract it as the signal component, shown in Figure 5c; then extract as the noise estimate from the record prior to the picked arrival (Figure 5b). The spectral amplitudes for the resulting signal and noise are plotted in Figure 5d, respectively. We then take squares of and integrate both spectra over the signal bandwidth [8 120] Hz to obtain the SNR ratio for the VSP dataset.

Figure 5. Single VSP processing: (a) pick first arrival (red line); capture part of the record prior to the picked arrival (yellow box) as ambient noise (b); and the flattened record following the picked arrival as the signal (c); the signal and noise spectra (d).

The same analysis is automated and then repeated over all the raw VSP shots, producing 640 SNR samples with different gauge length and fiber lead-in length configurations. Figure 6 shows the 3D scatter plot of all 640 samples. As shown, extending gauge length can increase the SNR level significantly, by 8 dB from 2 m to 4 m, 5 dB from 4 m to 8 m, and 2 dB from 8 m to 16 m, respectively, averaged over all the different lead-in length cases.

Figure 6. Signal-to-noise (SNR) as a function of the gauge length and lead-in cable length, integrated over [8, 120] Hz.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a fiber-optic test well drilled to facilitate precision studies of the impact of acquisition choices on data quality. An extensive sequence of tests under controlled condition have been conducted at the well to investigate the effects of various acquisition variables. An automated analysis algorithm has been developed to process the large volume of DAS test data. The results have shown significant SNR variations over a range of gauge length from 2 to 16 meters and across lead-in cable length range from 30 thousand feet to hundred feet.
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